Bed Bug Control Kit #1
Kit Includes:
(1) Puffer Hand Duster
(1) Delta Dust - 1 lb
(2) Bedlam Plus - 17 oz
(1) Pro-Pest Bed Bug Monitor - 4 pack
Thank you for purchasing the Bed Bug Control Kit #1. This kit is designed to aid in the control of bed bugs. For the control of other pests not listed, please refer to the
chemical label of the enclosed products or refer to our website at http://www.epestsupply.com.
Before applying any pesticides please refer to the label directions for the proper use as well as precautionary measures that should be taken before you use
or apply these materials.
General Suggestions For Use:
Before applying any pesticide, perform an inspection that determines the insect species and the insects living areas. Make any necessary sanitation improvements, and
building exclusion improvements.
Puffer Hand Duster - Simply fill the duster half full with Delta Dust and replace the lid. Shake side-to-side and then turn upside down (puffer tube on top, rubber cap on bottom) to
apply the dust. A light “puff” of dust is all that is required. Use the cleanout rod that unscrews from the rear of puffer tube to cleanout debris or clogged tube. Replace before using.
Delta Dust - Apply dust inside walls by removing wall switch plates and puffing dust inside walls beside electrical boxes. Dust inside box as well. Also dust under baseboards, and in

cracks along walls. Dust can also be applied to the underside of box springs and in cracks and crevices and hollow tubes of headboards, bed frames, etc. Do not use dust in areas where
dust can be seen. Do not apply dust so heavy that it makes piles or a mess. Dust should be applied so that it is like dust on top of furniture. Very light. Sweep up and discard any spilt
dust.

Bedlam Plus - Apply to mattresses, boxsprings, bedframes, headboards, and cracks, crevices of headboard, bedframes, nightstands, dressers, etc. A light baseboard application AFTER
applying dust will also be beneficial. If applying to mattresses, be sure to use mattress encasements before sleeping on them. Do not allow children or pets to contact treated areas
until surfaces are dry.
Pro-Pest Monitors - Place 4 monitors on each bed between the mattress and box spring. One monitor goes on each corner of the box spring. Monitors can be checked daily when
beds are made or any time sheets are changed. When a monitor has bed bugs, discard it immediately. After treating, replace all monitors to continue monitoring. Provides up to 6
months of monitoring before replacement is required.

Bed bug control is not immediate and cannot be obtained with 1 application. Repeat application every 2-3 weeks or until bedbugs are gone. Plan on at least 3 applications and possibly more before assessing the effectiveness of your treatment. Be patient and allow the materials to work. If bed bugs are continually introduced or
brought in, then complete control may never be obtained. Also, if you live in an apartment or condominium and adjoining units are the source of bed bugs, complete
control will never be obtained. All adjacent units to sides top and bottom must be treated. If you need additional Bedlam, Delta Dust or Pro Pest Monitors, they can be
purchased separately.
If you have any questions, comments, or suggestions, please contact us toll free at 1-855-55-EPEST (37378) or visit us online at www.ePestSupply.com

